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1): How are the data formatted?  
 
    All data for fast neutron mutagenized seeds are saved as Excel files, 
allowing user to either view the data online or download easily: 
 
    M2:   Analyzed M2 ICP data 
    
    M2 data are split into 11 segments labeled by their Arabidopsis line 
numbers.  For example: M2: FN001-080 contains files with line number 
from 1 to 80.  M2 data can be viewed in 2 formats: the files are both 
organized such that for a given element (e.g.Ba2+) the data for all 
lines can be viewed or for a given line (e.g.FN565) the values for all 
elements can be viewed. 
 
    M3:   Analyzed M3 ICP data   
 
    M3 data files are labeled by the date the data was collected.  Each 
file was formatted by Arabidopsis line numbers. 
 
2): How do we analyze data? 
 

A):  M2 data:  For data from initial pilot experiments with lines 
FN001-FN366, we normalized the ICP-derived concentrations (PPM) to the 
concentration of Mg, and the results are shown in column “ppm/Mg”.  
          
         For the remaining FN367-FN1191 data, we normalized to dry 
weight (DW), and the results are shown in column “ppm/DW”. The Ave and 
SD values of each element (Ave: Average value; SD: Standard deviation 
value) are calculated from the whole population data of that element in 
one experiment. 

  
    B):  M3 data:  All data are normalized to dry weight, and shown in 
column “ppm/DW”. The Ave (Average) and SD (standard deviation) values 
are calculated from only wild type data.  And then the Ave and SD were 
applied to FN analyses. 
 
     
3): How were putative mutants selected? 
     

A):   In screens of M2 fast neutron lines, Z values larger than 
3(Z>3, i.e. 3 standard deviations larger or smaller than the average 
value) were used as a threshold to define a putative mutant. If the data 



of a specific M2 plant (ppm/DW) was larger than”Ave+3SD” (i.e. Z>3), 
then it is shown as a “Putant”, otherwise it is labeled as “-“ (Fig. 1).  

 
In addition, we list the “Ave+2SD” and “Ave-2SD” data, so the reader 

can evaluate borderline cases.      
 
                                              “Putant” or “-“     
                       
                          Fig. 1  M2 data 
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Note to Fig.1: 
 
 
 

Column   Title 
A      Solution Lable: Sample name (of the FN lines) 
B      Element:        Elements analyzed 
C      Corr Con:       ICP derived concentrations of analyzed elements  
D      Units:          The unit of concentration in column C (PPM) 
E      DW:             Dry weight of each sample 
F      ppm/DW:         ICP data normalized to DW(or ppm/Mg, if to Mg). 
G      Ave:            Average value        
H      SD:             Standard deviation value 
I      Z:              =(Normalized data-Ave)/SD 
J/K/L  Ave+2SD/Ave-2SD/Ave+3SD:   Average value plus/minus 2SD, or plus 

3SD 

“Column” # may change in different experiments, but the “Title” never 



M/N/O  M? >2SD/M? <-2SD/M? >3SD:  If the normalized data of a specific 
sample was larger than Ave+2SD/Ave+3SD or smaller than Ave-2SD, then it is a 
putative mutant. 

 
 
B):   In M3, Z>2 was used as a threshold to define a mutant, in line 

with the analyses of D.Salt and colleagues. For each putative mutant, 7-
12 M3 plants of each line were re-screened. 

 
                              Fig.2   M3 data 
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If most of the M3 plants passed (as shown in Fig.2 in green color), 

then the data were used to perform T-Tests (indicated by blue arrow in 
Fig.2). 

 
Note to Fig.2 
                  
Z plot:     Worksheet in which Z values of WT were plotted 



WT:         Worksheet in which data of WT were analyzed to calculate 
Ave & SD. 

Ave n SD:   Worksheet in which Ave and SD of WT population were 
listed 

FN:         Worksheet in which data of FN was analyzed to confirm a 
putative mutant. 

T-Test:     Worksheet in which mutants passed the Z>2 criteria were 
chosen for the two tailed, heteroscedastic T-test. 

 
In some cases, a putative mutant didn’t show a statistically clear 

phenotype in the M3 screen for a specific element (e.g Cd accumulation 
in M2), but showed other apparent phenotypes (P<0.05) (e.g Zn 
accumulation in all M3s). In such cases, we went back to the M2 data of 
that line and checked if there was such a phenotype (> 2SD or >Ave). If 
it showed a positive result, we also listed it as a mutant. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


